Medical language course for Germany –
An excellent opportunity for starting a career as a physician in Germany

Advanced Language Education by Andreea Berkhout (http://andreeaberkhout.com/) and pvmed Medical Recruitment Agency (www.pvmed.de) are delighted to be able to offer you a program of language and medical language instruction, which is an ideal preparation for working in the medical sector in Germany. The program takes place exclusively online (The Zoom platform).

The aim of this language course is reaching the level telc German Medicine C1. Efficient learning groups of around 3-4 people will not only provide your general fluency in the German language. Our experienced team of language instructors will provide you with all those specific qualifications in using medical language which you will need for all types of daily routines and situations in the course of your work as a physician.

This course offer is targeted to physicians, especially specialists and assistants. The beginning of the course will be organized according to the schedules of the interested doctors who participate, and the availability of the language teachers.

The length of the course depends on your beginning level. Starting the course even without any German knowledge is possible too!

We will make you a very competitive and flexible offer.

You will pay just 129€ per month! And you get a lot out of it!

The monthly preparation package (4 weeks) includes:
• 8 lessons (with teachers): 2 x 1h30min /week
• mock exams (with teachers and personalized feedback)*
• feedback for home work
• free additional lessons (with teachers)
*if you are preparing for an exam

You will pay just for three months in advance. So you will be in control of your costs. In order to get the courses organized efficiently, the payment for any following three months will be due one month ahead to the start of the first session.

Parallel to the course – having reached a very high B2-level - we can jointly prepare your „approbation“ (medical license) in Germany, so after successfully completing the course, you may be able to start working as a medical practitioner without a long delay.
Together with you, we will actively search for job opportunities and try to allocate you to a suitable position as early as possible – at best, while the course is still running, or immediately after its completion.

Have we been able to catch your attention? Please get in touch as soon as possible, and take the next four steps to get started!

1. Send an email to Jörg Tollert: tollert@pvmed.de and apply for the course
2. We will provide you with all necessary information and the contract
3. You schedule an assessment directly with the language school. The costs for the assessment – normally 13 € - are paid for you by pvmed 😊.
4. You start on the way to fluency in German

Hoping to meet you soon!
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